QUEENSTOWN
RNAV (GNSS) STAR RWY 05 (3)

CAT A,B,C

TOWER: 118.1 128.9  APPROPRIATE: 125.75  ATIS: 126.4  UNATTENDED: 118.1

ELEV 1171

Navigation requirement: RNP 1

CAUTION
Aerodrome surrounded by mountainous terrain

NOT TO SCALE

ATC Restriction

Min 15 NM

Minimum Sector Altitude
25 NM ARP

 RWY 05
SUNGU THREE ALFA ARRIVAL – RNAV (GNSS)
(SUNGU3A)

- Cross SUNGU MAX IAS 250 kt
- Track 339° to ENKUV
- Track 331° to GOSPA
- Track 219° via AVGER to IBABU
- Cross IBABU between 12,000 ft and 10,000 ft

Effective: 9 NOV 17
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QUEENSTOWN
RNAV (GNSS) STAR RWY 05 (3)
**RWY 23**

**ELRUV FOUR BRAVO ARRIVAL – RNAV (GNSS) (ELRUV4B)**

- Track 217° via PAMP to EKVOX
- Cross PAMP at or above FL150
- Cross EKVOX at or above 10,000 ft
- Track 232° to ATKIL

**Navigation requirement: RNP 1**